Suppressed Triplet Exciton Diffusion Due to Small Orbital Overlap as a Key Design Factor for Ultralong-Lived Room-Temperature Phosphorescence in Molecular Crystals.
Persistent room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) under ambient conditions is attracting attention due to its strong potential for applications in bioimaging, sensing, or optical recording. Molecular packing leading to a rigid crystalline structure that minimizes nonradiative pathways from triplet state is often investigated for efficient RTP. However, for complex conjugated systems a key strategy to suppress the nonradiative deactivation is not found yet. Here, the origin of small rates of a nonradiative decay process from triplet states of conjugated molecular crystals showing RTP is reported. Optical microscopy analysis showed that, despite a favorable molecular stacking, an aromatic crystal with strong RTP is characterized by small diffusion length and small values of the diffusion coefficient of triplet excitons. Quantum chemical calculations reveal a large overlap between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals but very small overlap between the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs). Inefficient electron exchange caused by the small overlap of HOMOs prevents triplet excitons from diffusing over long distances and consequently from quenching at defect sites inside the crystal or at the crystal surface. These results will allow design of comprehensive molecular structures to obtain molecular solids with more efficient RTP.